GLEASON'S THEOREM FOR TYPE I VON NEUMANN ALGEBRAS
Gleason proved [3] that for 81 = L(H) (the bounded operators on H) and dim H Φ 2 every G-measure is extendable to a (necessary unique and normal) linear form on 81. A. A. Lodkin generalized this result to all von Neumann algebras acting on a separable Hubert space and not having a type I 2 direct summand, but the proofs are only sketched and seem to be incomplete. This paper provides a complete proof of Gleason's theorem for those type I von Neumann algebras not having a type I 2 direct summand, so in particular no assumption about the separability of H is made. THEOREM 
Let % be a type I von Neumann algebra without a type I 2 direct summand. Let m be a G-measure on SI. Then there is an extension of m to a linear form on Sϊ, which is necessarily normal and unique.
The proof of the theorem is given in a series of lemmas. First we introduce some notation. Throughout the paper let X be a hyperstonean space. For every real or complex Hubert space K of finite dimension n the space C(X, K) of continuous functions from X to K is an ^-dimensional module over C(X). We can easily carry 474 JURGEN TISCHER over many concepts known in the Hubert space K to the module C(X, K) by defining them pointwise, so let an inner product on C(X, K) with values in C(X) be defined by (/, g)(x) = (/(a?), g(x)). Two elements / and g are said to be orthogonal to each other (/1 g) iff (/, 0) = 0. A module basis {f l9 ••-,/»} is called an orthonormal basis if (f i9 f ό ) = d id . To avoid confusion, we define the function I . I from C(X, K) to C(X) by \f\(x)= \\f(x)\\, leaving || . || for the usual supremum norm on C(X, K).
On C(X, K) we define an equivalence relation ~ by / ~ g iff there is a φ e C{X) such that <p(x) Φ 0 for all x e X and / = φg. Note that the following are equivalent: (i) f Lg; (ii) there exists g f ~ g and f ±.g r ; (iii) for all g' ~ g the equation /±#' is satisfied. For the case K = R 3 define a cross product x on C(X, R B ) by / x g(χ) = /(#) x #(#) (ordinary cross product in j?
3 ). By S 2 we denote the usual unit sphere in R z .
Now we are ready to generalize Gleason's notion of a frame function on S 2 to the case of a function on C(X, S 2 ) and to prove that every frame function on C(X 9 S 2 ) is continuous. Note that for X a singleton this is just the essential lemma of Gleason's proof. We have tried to follow as closely as possible the outline of Varadarajan's proof [5] . The proofs of Lemmas 7 and 10 are almost exactly the same but are included for the convenience of the reader since they are short. On the other hand, the remainder of the proof requires substantially different arguments in several places. ) and f~g, then φ(f) = φ(g). NOTATION 3. Let feC(X, S 2 ). Then we define
we have E(f) £ L(/) and iSΓ(/) Furthermore, if one notes that X is hyperstonean, the following are easily seen to be equivalent:
REMARK. The notations E(f), N(f) and EW(h, f) are intended to bring to mind the notions equator with respect to /, northern hemisphere with respect to / and east-west great circle through h of Gleason's proof; the exact analogy breaks down if X is a singleton.
I. In this section we prove the continuity of a frame function. LEMMA 
Let feC(X,S
2 ), and φ be a frame function on C(X, S 2 ) which is constant on E(f). Then for any g in N(f) and any h in EW(g,f) ,
Proof. Denote by k the constant value of φ on E(f) f and let W be the weight of φ.
(a) For I e L(f), we claim that φ(l) ^ k + φ(f). To see this, note that {I, Uf 9 {Uf)ol} and {/, Uf f (Uf)of) are both orthonormal bases. Moreover Uf and (Uf)°f are in E(f), so and [h\ h, go(gof) } are orthonormal bases and g°f£ E(f), so
Moreover h'eL(f). Assume the contrary. Then there is an xeX such that h\x) = ±/(a?) so f(x)±g°(g°f) (x) ; that is, {f(x),gof(x)> go(gof)(χ)} and {flr(ίc), g°f(;x), g°(g°f)(x)} are orthonormal bases in JB 3 . So e/(x) = ±f(x) which contradicts the fact that g is in iV (/) Since h'eL(f), part (a) yields the inequality Φ(h') 5g fc + p(/), which, combined with (1), gives 
a)), p) and Π-\IJβ, a)) e EW{Π~ι{s), p) .

Proof. Π{z) is of the form
Thus for the points s in G s Π S α we have that is, there are exactly two such points. Let L x (s, a) (resp. I 2 (s, a)) be the point corresponding to the positive (resp. negative) square root of μ 2 ; then I x and I 2 are continuous functions of s and a. Since Us, a) is in G s , it follows that Π-\Us, a)) is in ^^(iZ-1^) , p). Let K be the disc in P with center p and radius \\Π(z) -p||, and let G be the line containing Π(z) and either Us, a) or I 2 (β, α), say Us, a). Then I^s, a) is the midpoint of G Π K, so G = G Il(S)α) and £ e
EW(Π-\Us, a), p).
LEMMA 6. Let feC(X, S 2 ) and φ be a frame function defined on C(X, S 2 ) and constant on E(f). Let geN(f), and define
Then the interior of M g is nonempty and for all heM g we have:
Proof. The inequality is an immediate consequence of Lemma 4 and the definition of the set M g , so we only have to show that the interior of M g is nonempty.
(a) First we show that we can assume that /= (0, 0, 1). With respect to the canonical module basis of C(X, U 
Since cl A is open and closed the components U^ of U f are continuous functions on X. The mapping U' induces an isomorphism U of the vector space
we have |J7Λ| = |λ| and \\Uh\\ = \\h\\; that is, U is an isometry. Moreover, for all h, I in C(X, R*) we have that h±l iff UhJL Uly so U maps C(X, S 2 ) homeomorphicaily onto itself, taking
Then "PΓ has the same properties as U and TF(Z7/) = (0, 0, 1).
(b) Now we show that we can make the additional assumption that g is of the form g{x) -(cos a(x), 0, sin a(x)) 9 where a is a continuous function on X with values in ]0, ττ/2[. Since / = (0, 0, 1), g is in iSΓ(/) iff g 3 (x)6]-l, 0[U]0, 1[ for all x in X Reasoning as in (a) we can assume that g is of the form g = (g l9 0, g s ) . Now the function x -> sign (g s (x) ) is a continuous function from X to { -1,1} and #' = sign(g z )-g is equivalent to g, so Λf f f / = M y . Moreover we have 0 < g' z (x) < 1 for all x in X. Finally define α:
(c) Let a 0 -sup α(a ) e ]0, π/2[, and define 2 0^S 2 by z 0 = (cos α 0 , 0, sin α 0 ). Let iΓ be the open disc in the plane P with center l/2(/7(z 0 ) + p) and radius ||l/2(/7(« 0 )-p)||. Let B = C(X 9 Π'\K)); then JS is an open subset of C(X, S 2 ). Choose heB; with the notation of Lemma 5, we have Π(h(x) ) e K a{x) for every x in X. Define Z:X->S 2 by Z(α) = Π-ι {I λ {Π{h{x) 9 a(x)))). It follows from Lemma 5 that Z e C(X, S 2 ), flr e EW(l, /), and Z e EW(h, /). Moreover 0 < l Λ (x) < 1 and 0 < h 3 (x) < 1 for all x in X, so h is in ikf,. We conclude that U £ ilf^, which completes the proof of the lemma. 
Proof. (The proof follows exactly the proof of Lemma 7.16, p. 152 of [5] .
By Lemma 6 we have ^(j fc) ^ ^(ί) + 2η for every fc in M u so 6^ ^(fc) ^ δ + 3^. Define If to be the interior of M% and let g be any point of M.
LEMMA 8. Let f be in C(X, S
2 ), ε > 0, and
Then there is a constant k(ε) depending only on ε such that for all h lf h 2 in M(f, ε) we have
Whof -h 2 of\\ ^Aίε)!!^-^ || .
Proof. For x in X and i -1, 2 define iJΓ(#, i) to be the great circle in S 2 containing fix) and &Λ&). Define Mix, e) = {t e S 2 | ||/(a?)-ί|| >ε and || -f{x) -t ||>ε}. Let A(a?, i) be that component of K(x, i)Π M(a;, ε) which contains /^(cc), and let t ^x) be the point of intersection of A(x, i) and E(f(x)). Then
Moreover there is a constant &(ε) such that
LEMMA 9. Let f be in C{X, S 2 ) and φ be a frame function defined on C(X, S 2 ). Let M be a neighborhood of f such that 
Then for each g in C(X, S 2 ) there is a neighborhood U g of g such that
This implies that the map F: A -> C(X, S 2 ) defined by F(ί) = U(lo U ) is continuous. Since JP 7 (fe) = / there is a neighborhood F^ of h such that F. Ci and F(V h 
Choose ίeF Λ . Then I and u are in E{Uu), so
In addition, {I, l°u, U(hu)} and {u 9 l°u, u°{Uu)} are orthonormal bases, so we have
and finally, by subtraction,
This completes the proof of (a).
(b) Now let I be in C(X 9 S 2 ). As in Lemma 6, we can assume that / ΞΞ (0, 0, 1) and that I is of the form I = (l lf 0, l 3 ). Let h = (0,1,0); then heE (f) and leEQi).
The proof of the lemma is completed by applying (a) twice.
LEMMA 10. Let φ he a frame function defined on C(X, S 2 ). Then φ is continuous.
Proof. (The proof follows exactly the proof of Lemma 7.18, p. 154 of [5] .) Let ε > 0. Since every positive constant function is a frame function we can assume that mίφ(C(X, S 2 )) = 0. Let ^>0, feC(X, S 2 ) be given such that φ(f) < η/2. As in Lemma 6 we can assume that / = (0, 0, 1). Define F: C(X, S 2 ) -* C(X, S 2 ) by F((g lf g 2f g z )) = { -g 2 , g l9 g z ). F is a homeomorphism which preserves orthogonality, so φoF is again a frame function. Define ψ = φ + φoF. Then ψ is a frame function on C(X 9 S 2 ), and is constant on E(f). Moreover γ(f) < η. By Lemma 7 there is a g in N(f) and a neighborhood U g of g such that 
By Lemma 9 there exists for each h in C(X, S
2 ) a neighborhood
Hence φ is continuous. II* In this section let H be a finite-dimensional complex Hubert space of dimension dim H ^ 3 and let S be its unit sphere. Define & to be the set of all continuous functions on X with values in the projections on H and ^ to be the set of those members of & which have their values in the set of all one-dimensional projections. This section is devoted to the relationship between C(X, S) and ^. For / in C(X, S) define the map P f : X-+&(L(H)) by P f (x) = P f{x) (the projection on the one-dimensional subspace of H spanned by fix)).
LEMMA 11. The map f-*P f is a map from C(X, S) onto ^*.
Proof, (a) Let fe C(X, S) and x,yeX.
We have Proof. By Lemma 11 there are functions g 1 and g 2 in C(X, S) such that P x = P 9ί and P 2 = P 9z . Define f x = g x . By Lemma 13 there is a p in C(X 9 C) such that (f u pg 2 ) is in C(X, JB); define /= <og 2 . Then P 2 -P /e Let A = {xeX\(f,f) Φ 1} and define fi:A-^S by Then / 2 is continuous and bounded. H is finite-dimensional, so the fact that X is hyperstonean implies the existence of a continuous extension /" of / 2 to the open and closed subset cl A of X. By Lemma 12 there exists an h in C(G cl A, S) such that h is orthogonal to the restriction of f to the complement of cl A. Now define f 2 to be fl 9 on cl A and h on the complement of cl A. Then /i J_/ 2 and /= (/,/J.Λ + (/,/ 2 )/ 2 . Moreover, (/,/ 2 ) is in C(X, Λ), so / is contained in the real module spanned by /i and f 2 . Again by Lemma 12 there is an f s having the desired properties.
ΠI In this section let Sί be a von Neumann algebra of type I w where neN and n ^ 3. Then by [1] , pp. 239-240, 81 is isomorphic to 35(x)L(iϊ), where 35 is an abelian von Neumann algebra, H is an ^-dimensional complex Hubert space and (x) denotes the tensor product of von Neumann algebras. In particular, 35 is isomorphic to a space C(X, C), where X is hyperstonean. So by [1] , p. 24, Proposition 4, (ii) (and the fact that dimiϊ= n < oo) f §ί is isomorphic to C(X, L(H)). We identify C(X, L{H)) with Sί and C(X, C) with the center 35 of Sί. Proof, (a) M is a closed convex subset of [0, \γ {% \ so it is compact and convex.
(b) Equip Af+ with the w*-topology of 35* -C(X, C)*. We show that R is continuous, from which it follows that N is a closed subset of M.
Let (mi) ieI be a net in M converging to m, so (m t (P)) converges to m(P) for all Pe^(SΪ). Now for Pe^(33) we have m(P) = R(m)(P), so for all step functions T in S3 = C(X, C) we have
R(m ί )(T)->R(m)(T).
Let /e$8 and ε > 0 be given. There is a step function Te23 such that ||/ -T\\ <; e/3 and an i o el such that -R(m)(T)\ < ε/3 for all i ^ v So for all i ^ i 0 we have IV. Proof of the theorem. By [1] , p. 240, second paragraph and Proposition 2, 31 is of the form Sί = /73ί w , where the SΪ Λ are of type I n and n is out of a fixed set of cardinals. By the assumption n Φ 2 for all n. Since m is completely additive we can assume that Sί is of type I n and n Φ 2. If n -1, then Sϊ is commutative, so we may assume that n ^ 3.
We first prove the following claim:
If Pe^(W) is a finite projection, then the restriction (2) m P of m to PSΆP has a unique extension to a state on PSIP.
Let Pe^(Sϊ) be finite, that is, PSΆP is a finite type I von Neumann algebra. As above we may restrict our attention to the case in which P8ϊP is of type l n , where now n is a natural number. The case n = 1 is the commutative case and for n ^ 3 the claim follows by Lemma 20. Only the case n -2 remains. Let PSΐP be of type I 2 . Then there are projections P l9 P 2 in PSΆP such that P x and P 2 are abelian relative to P%P, P x is orthogonal to P 2 , P x is equivalent to P 2 relative to PSίP, and P, + P 2 = Id P3lP = P. Since PJE> = PP, = P< we have that P 1 and P 2 are abelian relative to Sί and since PSίP £ Sί they are equivalent relative to 2Ϊ as well. Denote by Z(Q) the central support of Qe^(Sί). Because of the additivity of m we may assume that Z(P) = 1. Let Q = 1 -P. Then by [1] , p. 218, Theoreme 1, there exists a projection G in 35 such that (a) QG < P,G, and (b) P x (l -G)< Q(l -G). By (a) and [1] , p. 123, Definition 3 and the succeeding paragraph there must be a projection H in S3 such that H<*G and QG~P λ H. Then Z(QG) = ^(P^) = ^(PJjff = iϊ, so Q(G -H) = 0 or P(G-H) = G -H. Now PSίP is of type I 2 and 81 is of type I n where w > 2, so G -H has to be 0. So we have QG -P,G.
By (b) there is a Q x ^ Q(l -G) such that P x (l -G) -Q lβ Let P, = QG + Q x . Then P 3 -P lf so P 3 is abelian and P l9 P 2 and P 3 are pairwise orthogonal. Define P f = P x + P 2 + P 3 . Thus P'8lP' is of type I 3 and contains PWP, so again we may apply Lemma 20. This completes the proof of (2). Now define F' = U {PSίP |PG ^(Sί), P finite}, and let F be the vector subspace of Sϊ which is spanned by F r and 1; that is, F -F r U {λ(l -A) I λ 6 C and A e F'}. Let A be in ί 7 and P x , P 2 be finite projections in ^(Sί); denote by Q their supremum in ^(81), which is again a finite projection. Then we have:
(i ) If A = PiAPi -P 2 AP 2 , then A = QAQ and f Pl (A) = / P2 (A) =
(ii) If A = P 1 AP 1 = λ(l -E) where B = P 2 BP 2 , then either A = 0 or 1 G QSίQ, so / Pl (A) = /«(A) = λ(l -f P% (B) ).
(iii) If A=\ ι (l -P 1 B 1 P 1 ) = λ ϊ (l-P f B 2 P 2 ) then ^(1-/^5^) = λ, 2 (l = f P2 (P 2 B 2 P 2 )). These properties of the family (/ P ) allow us to define a linear form /' on F by We only show that (iii) is true for A = λ(l -5) and λ < 0. In this case B^l 9 so suppl? ^ 1. Now J5 = PBP for some finite P; that is, 1 = PIP. So 
)Σ
IV SO (4) /(P) = 1 -/(I -P) ^ 1 -m(l -P) = m(P). By (3) and (4) we have f(P) = m(P), so / is an extension of m and the proof is completed.
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